Component-based software engineering (CBSE) is concerned with building software systems from prefabricated components. But what exactly are components?
Components exist in different flavors. For instance, a component can be a binary building block according to the definition of Szyperski [6] . These are directly usable but they cannot be changed or inspected internally (black-box reuse). Components can also be in source form [4, 5] . Such component have to be compiled first before they can be used. Their internals however, can be inspected and even changed (white-box reuse), although that is often not allowed. A component can also be a collection of models describing different aspects of the component. Examples are the documentation model which contains a component's documentation, the execution model which contains the reusable asset, and the performance model which contains performance aspects of a component.
To build a software system from a set of components, these components need to be assembled (i.e., composed There are multiple moments of composition during the life time of a software system. Each composition moment may require a different component model. For instance, at development-time, composition involves composing source files. Files play the role of components here, and typical component models are the Koala and the source tree composition models. At deployment-time, composition involves obtaining all parts of an application and installing it on a target machine. Software distributions play the role of components and RPM [1] is a typical component model. Composition at run-time usually implies loading components in a running system. Components are in binair form (e.g., as class files or DLLs). COM is a typical component model. Thus, CBSE is concerned with multiple component models. An extra challenge of CBSE is therefore to combine all the different component models that are involved during the life time of a software system in a uniform way.
